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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report identifies a preferred site for an improved seaplane base (SPB) intended to serve the 

community of Sitka through the 20-year forecast period and beyond.  It documents existing 

conditions, forecasts future seaplane activity, determines seaplane facility requirements, and 

recommends a preferred seaplane facility site.  It also establishes a purpose and need for the 

project that will serve as a guide for a future environmental assessment and detailed design 

investigations.   

This document updates and expands upon the “Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan” that was 

prepared for the City and Borough of Sitka (CBS) in 2002.  It is based upon existing data, 

findings from field visits, interviews with local officials and seaplane users, public meetings, and 

input from the Sitka Port and Harbors Commission and the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA).   

2.0 PURPOSE AND NEED 

The proposed SPB improvements are intended to address the existing facility’s capacity, safety, 

and operational and condition deficiencies.  Capacity concerns are evidenced by the existing 

SPB’s full occupancy, a previous list of seaplane owners who had been waiting two years or 

more to rent a slip, expressions of interest from seaplane owners not currently using the SPB, and 

restrictions limiting commercial use.  Safety concerns include concentrations of seabirds in and 

around the SPB’s operating area, conflicts with boat traffic, lack of adequate taxi lane clearance 

between the SPB floats and neighboring Sitka Sound Seafoods (SSS) facility, and the submerged 

rock obstructions adjacent to the floats.  Operational concerns include the lack of fueling 

facilities that requires seaplane operators to carry and dispense fuel from small containers, and 

inadequate vehicle parking.  The existing SPB is also unable to adequately serve commercial 

traffic because it lacks sufficient vehicle parking, on-site aircraft maintenance, a drive-down 

ramp to the floats, a passenger shelter, and equipment storage.  The existing SPB is 50 years old 

and is at the end of its useful life.  The timber floats are weathered, have lost their preservative 

treatment, and are losing their floatation capability. 
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3.0 INVENTORY 

The existing Sitka SPB (FAA identifier A29) is owned by the CBS.  A29 is listed in the FAA 

2011-2015 National Program of Integrated Airport System (NPIAS) as a general aviation (GA) 

airport.  The NPIAS identifies public-use airports that are significant to national air 

transportation and, therefore eligible to receive grants under the FAA Airport Improvement 

Program.   

The SPBs seaplane water operating area is 

located in Sitka Channel with an 

orientation of northwest/southeast 

between Baranof and Japonski Islands.  

The Alaska Supplement, a flight 

information publication issued by the 

FAA, lists the operating area as 4,000 feet 

long and 200 feet wide.  Shoreline 

facilities consist of a three-float structure 

oriented parallel to Sitka Channel that  Figure 1:  Existing Sitka SPB Looking North 

accommodates 8 seaplane slips and a small transient dock with space for approximately 3 

seaplanes.  Access to the floats from Katlian Street is provided by an elevated gangway and 

ramp.  A screened gate on the walkway with a combination lock provides security.  Parking 

space for two vehicles is available on Katlian Street.  Electrical power is available on the floats, 

but there are no on-site fueling facilities, lease lots, storage areas, nor a seaplane take-out ramp.   

The SPB is located between a storage building and dock on the north side and the Sitka Sound 

Seafoods fish-processing facility to the south.  The outfall from the processing facility is in the 

channel.  Fish waste in the outfall attracts seagulls which congregate in the channel immediately 

adjacent to the SPB.  Seagulls often roost on the SPB floats and on parked aircraft.   

The seabed is rocky with a shallow slope.  The Harbormaster’s Office reports that slip users 

prefer slips on the “outside” of the floats (i.e., on the channel side rather than the shore side of 

the float) because during low tides, maneuvering room on the shore side of the floats is limited 

by exposed rocks.   
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Figure 2:  Existing Sitka SPB 
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There are no public SPB facilities available in Sitka for the moorage of seaplanes in commercial 

use with straight (non-amphibious) floats.  A 1996 CBS Ordinance 96-1366, Section 13.10.190 

Airplane Float, prohibited commercial use of the Sitka SPB except for picking up passengers, 

and only minor aircraft maintenance--work that can be accomplished in less than 24 hours--was 

allowed.  This ordinance was superseded in 2005 by Ordinance 05-18, which allows commercial 

use of the SPB with the Harbormaster’s approval (see Appendix C).  Commercial operations are 

generally not approved due to the space limitations of the existing SPB and demand for slips by 

non-commercial operators. 

A detailed assessment of the existing SPB’s condition is beyond the scope of this document.  A 

condition inventory of the facility was completed under separate contract by another consultant 

as part of the Harbor System Master Plan.  The applicable pages from that report are included in 

Appendix D.  A 2002 Conditions and Needs Assessment (by others) provides further details.   

4.0 AVIATION FORECAST UPDATE 

This section updates the aviation forecast contained in the 2002 “Sitka Seaplane Base Master 

Plan”.  The following analysis is consistent with the process recommended in FAA Advisory 

Circular 150/5067-6B, a supplemental FAA guidance document titled Forecasting Aviation 

Activity by Airport (2001), and Airport Aviation Activity Forecasting:  A Synthesis of Airport 

Practice, published by the Transportation Research Board in 2007.   

Information considered in the development of this forecast included the 2002 “Sitka Seaplane 

Base Master Plan” forecast, interviews with seaplane operators and CBS staff, an examination of 

local and regional economic and demographic trends, and comparisons with other local and 

regional aviation forecasts.  A summary of these interviews can be found in Appendix B.  

Forecasts for low, medium, and high activity growth scenarios were developed.   

4.1 Historical Aviation Data 

FAA Terminal Area Forecast (TAF):  The FAA TAF contains estimates of historical aviation 

activity data and FAA’s forecasts for airports receiving FAA and contract tower services.  For 

non-towered facilities like the Sitka SPB, historical activity data is estimated by FAA staff from 
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various sources, including information supplied by the airport owner.  The TAF is not always 

accurate or up to date, but for many airports, it is the best information that the FAA has. 

As shown in the table below, the TAF shows activity at the seaplane base decreasing slightly 

over the past five years in terms of based aircraft and annual operations. 

Table 1:  FAA TAF for Sitka Seaplane Base 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Based Aircraft 10 10 9 9 9 
Annual Aircraft Operations 5000 5000 4750 4750 4750 

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast for A29, 2010 

4.2 Previous Sitka SPB Forecasts 

Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan:  The 2002 “Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan” noted that the 

CBS SPB was used most heavily in the summer (June to September) and that two local 

commercial charter operators (Harris Aircraft Services and Air Sitka) used seaplanes, although 

neither based their operations from the CBS facility.  The master plan recommended a facility 

sized to accommodate a moderate growth scenario including commercial seaplane operations, 

with a short term (within 5 years) need for 13 slips, and a long-term (20 years) need for 15 slips.  

Further, the plan recommended the identification of a site with the flexibility to accommodate 20 

slips to allow for a potential greater increase in demand.   

4.3 Updated Sitka SPB Forecast Data 

Existing Based Aircraft:  FAA Form 5010 shows 9 based aircraft at the SPB (FAA designation 

A29).  Although this number exceeds the number of slips available, it reflects the seasonal nature 

of activity in Sitka and the City’s practice of “hot berthing” - leasing slips on a temporary or 

seasonal basis rather than annually.  There were only two aircraft berthed in the facility during 

the consultant’s March 9, 2011, site visit, but the busy summer season starts with 

commencement of the herring fishery in late March and carries through September.  

Conversations with CBS staff and local commercial operators indicate that the facility is 

generally full to capacity in the summer.  As of May 2012, all 8 slips were leased.  Information 

offered by local pilots suggested that additional seaplane operators would lease slips at the SPB 

if additional capacity and/or services were available or if facility maintenance issues could be 
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addressed.  One pilot said that the existing floats tended to submerge under the weight of a 

deHavilland Beaver.   

Fleet Mix:  Based on telephone interviews with regional commercial seaplane operators located 

outside Sitka and with local commercial and GA seaplane operators, aircraft operating at the 

facility are a mix of small single-engine aircraft such as the Cessna 180 and 185 and the 

deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver.  This agrees with the based aircraft assessment in the 2002 Master 

Plan.  During the site visit, anecdotal information was offered that in recent years fewer Beavers 

have utilized the facility due to a loss of buoyancy on the SPB’s floats that makes it difficult to 

get these larger aircraft out of the water once in the slip.   

4.4 Updated Socioeconomic Data 

Sitka is the third largest community in Southeast Alaska.  It enjoys one of the most diversified 

economies in the entire State of Alaska (SOA), composed of commercial fishing and fish 

processing, health care, cruise ship and independent tourism, education, and government.  Sitka 

has two hospitals (Sitka Community and Sitka SEARHC).  Cruise ships bring over 100,000 

visitors annually, down from over 280,000 just 5 years ago.  In 2009, 572 residents held 

commercial fishing permits, and fish processors were major employers.  State and federal 

government agencies, such as the United States Forest Service, maintain offices in Sitka.  Coast 

Guard Air Station Sitka, located just west of the city center on Japonski Island, is manned by 20 

officers and 100 enlisted personnel.   

The State-owned Rocky Gutierrez Airport on Japonski Island has a 6,500-foot-long by 150-foot-

wide paved and lighted runway.  In addition to daily jet service, several scheduled air taxis, air 

charters, and helicopters routinely operate there.  A seaplane takeout ramp for moving seaplanes 

from the water to land is available to facilitate maintenance and float-wheel changeovers.  One 

fixed base operator (Harris Air) with amphibious float-equipped aircraft (DHC-2 Beaver and 

Cessna 185) is located on the airport.  Although not its primary use, the Harris Air Beaver is 

equipped to perform as an air ambulance.   

The CBS operates five small boat harbors with 1,325 boat stalls and the SPB and other facilities.  

There is a breakwater float at Thomsen Harbor that provides transient moorage space.  Boat 

launch, haul-out, boat repairs, and other services are offered in Sitka.  Cruise ships anchor in 
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Crescent Bay and lighter visitors to shore.  However, a privately-owned deep draft dock was 

recently completed in 2010.  The Alaska Marine Highway System (state ferry) has a docking 

facility.  The ferry serves Sitka several times a week with a 6-hour run to Juneau by fast ferry 

and 12-hour run by regular ferry.  Freight arrives by barge and cargo plane.   

According to the Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL) Alaska Population Projections 2010 - 

2034, Alaska’s statewide population is projected to continue increasing, although as Alaska’s 

population ages in the coming years, annual growth is expected to slow.  This general growth 

trend is anticipated for all of Alaska’s regions except Southeast.  All of the boroughs/census 

areas of the Southeast Region are expected to experience net outmigration strong enough to limit 

any population growth.   

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the population of the CBS was estimated to be 8,881.  

According to the ADOL mid-range forecast, this figure will decline to 8,215 by 2029, although 

their report acknowledges that “users of this data should be aware that there is a high degree of 

uncertainty regarding the future of these area populations.  Countless factors could sway many of 

these populations dramatically.”   

4.5 Forecast Methods 

While there are several techniques described in the FAA AC that are acceptable for forecasting 

aviation activity at a specific airport or seaplane facility, forecasts at larger busy airports use 

mathematical techniques such as regression or share analysis that rely heavily on a baseline of 

historical statistical data that is not available for the Sitka SPB.  This analysis will rely on 

comparisons with statewide, local and regional aviation forecasts, with special emphasis upon 

interviews with regional and local seaplane operators.   

4.5.1 Comparisons With Other Local and Regional Aviation Forecasts 

Four relatively recent aviation activity forecasts contain data for the Sitka area - the Alaska 

Aviation System Plan Forecasts (State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public 

Facilities [ADOT&PF], 2011), the Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport Final Environmental Impact 

Statement (FAA, 2009), the Southeast Region Aviation System Plan (ADOT&PF, 2008), and the 

FAA TAF 2010 Scenario (FAA, 2006).  None of the forecasts listed below provide an in-depth 

view of the Sitka SPB, but together they identify trends that help build a reasonable forecast for 
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future activity at the facility.  It should be noted, however, that in most cases the forecasts rely on 

historical activity data for the SPB to establish trends for the future.  Since the capacity of the 

SPB has been constrained for many years by a lack of space and restrictions on commercial 

activities, historical data probably does not accurately reflect actual demand. 

Alaska Aviation System Plan Forecasts:  The Alaska Aviation System Plan Forecasts predict a 

slight decrease in the total number of GA aircraft based at all airport facilities in the Sitka 

Borough during the forecast period (2008-2030) from 39 to 37.  Conversely, the number of GA 

operations expected to occur in the borough is expected to increase from 10,875 to 13,325.  This 

trend is consistent with an FAA national forecast that anticipates an increase in aircraft 

utilization (i.e., more flights per aircraft).  As a result of the increased numbers of operations per 

aircraft, the number of operations forecasted increases despite the decrease in the based aircraft 

forecast.  Based aircraft at the SPB are expected to decrease by one over the same time period; 

from 9 to 8.  Annual GA operations at the SPB are predicted to be nearly unchanged; 750 in 

2008, and 746 in 2030.   

Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport Final Environmental Impact Statement:  The 2006-2025 forecast 

developed by the FAA TAF in 2007 for this airport was used in the 2009 Environmental Impact 

Statement for the purpose of assessing impacts.  The 2006 TAF predicted very slow growth in 

passenger enplanements and air carrier operations (less than .04%/year) during the forecast 

period with no growth for air taxi, GA, or military operations.  The Environmental Impact 

Statement acknowledged, however, that the TAF was based upon estimated historical operations 

for the airport since accurate statistical information was not available.  Further, it noted that the 

aviation industry was undergoing significant structural and economic changes and that, therefore, 

actual activity levels might vary from the consistent growth trend predicted by the TAF.   

Southeast Region Aviation System Plan:  According to this regional plan, the Sitka SPB is one of 

41 registered SPBs in Southeast Alaska and is likely one of the top five busiest in terms of 

operations.  This includes both public and privately-owned facilities.  There are a number of 

other unregistered seaplane landing areas in Southeast that receive charter and scheduled air 

service, including numerous lodges and logging and mining camps.  The Regional Plan 

anticipated that although scheduled aviation activity at Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport and 
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elsewhere in the region was expected to be stagnant or show a slight decline in response to 

increased fuel prices, a lackluster regional economy, and population outmigration, activity at the 

Sitka SPB was likely to increase by an unspecified amount as air taxi activity grows to take up 

some of the demand previously served by scheduled carriers.   

FAA TAF 2010 Scenario for A29 (Sitka SPB):  The 2010-2030 forecast developed by the TAF 

for the Sitka SPB shows no growth throughout the forecast period.  Activity is estimated to level 

out at 4,750 annual operations at the existing facility.   

4.5.2 User Input and Comparison with Other Communities 

The forecasts in Section 4.5.1 indicate that future activity is expected to change little from 

existing levels.  These forecasts are heavily influenced by trends established through historical 

usage.  Historical usage for the Sitka SPB has been flat (no growth) because usage has been 

constrained by a lack of SPB facilities.  In these cases where usage trends have been influenced 

by supply constraints (i.e. a lack of, or a shortage of, SPB facilities) the forecasts cannot be 

expected to accurately describe the activity (demand) that might occur if those supply constraints 

did not exist.  In order to determine whether an unmet demand for SPB exists in Sitka, interviews 

were conducted with pilots operating seaplanes locally and in the Southeast Alaska Region. 

Pilot Surveys:  Local and regional commercial aircraft operators indicate that based commercial 

and medevac seaplane operations occur in Sitka almost exclusively from the State-owned Sitka 

Rocky Gutierrez Airport (FAA identifier SIT).  Seaplane operators at Sitka Rocky Gutierrez 

Airport use amphibious floats and, despite the payload penalty that amphibious floats impose, 

prefer the State airport because lease lots are available for the storage and maintenance of their 

mixed fleet of aircraft (wheel- and float-equipped aircraft) and for office facilities.  In the past, 

based seaplane operations have also been conducted by Air Sitka from their private float facility 

just north of the CBS SPB, but the operator has curtailed operations in recent years and is 

currently offering the property for sale.  Operators indicated that their seaplane operations are in 

decline due to the national economic decline, rising fuel prices, and as communities in the region 

gradually acquire land-based airport facilities.  For the Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport-based 

seaplane operator, rather than being a mainstay for their businesses, commercial seaplane 

operations in support of lodges, fish hatcheries, and tourism are becoming a fill-in activity when 
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operations with wheeled aircraft do not demand their full attention and resources.  Regardless, 

these same operators felt that there are opportunities for small “one-pilot” commercial operators 

to come into the local market to serve seasonal surges in demand, and that these enterprises 

would be less likely to require extensive upland support facilities.   

A telephone survey was conducted among a sample of local pilots.  Several long-time pilots 

indicated an interest in basing Part 91 or 135 commercial operations at the CBS SPB if adequate 

support facilities were available.  They defined “adequate support facilities” as vehicle parking, a 

fueling system, a ramp from shore to the seaplane float capable of supporting a small truck or 

van, storage for small equipment and supplies, fresh water for washing aircraft, electricity, and a 

passenger shelter.  Most were satisfied with aircraft maintenance and storage facilities available 

at the State-owned Sitka airport or elsewhere in the region.   

4.6 Sitka Seaplane-Based Aircraft Forecast 

Low, moderate, and high growth forecasts were estimated for the demand for slips at Sitka SPB 

using trend-line analysis adjusted to reflect a conservative estimate of unmet demand.  Growth 

indicators came from the population, socio-economic, and aviation forecasts summarized in the 

previous paragraphs.  The following table shows the low, moderate, and high forecasts for the 

Sitka SPB from the 2009 base year, the last year for which historical data is available, through 

2031.   

Initial demand for non-commercial slips is anticipated to be the same as it was in spring 2011; 

6 occupied slips and 4 operators on the waiting list for a slip, or 10 slips.  The demand for an 

additional 2 non-commercial slips is assumed to exist, either for deHavilland Beaver type aircraft 

that presently do not use the facility due to flotation issues with the existing slips, or for 

operators that otherwise would have otherwise chosen not to wait two years or more for a vacant 

slip to become available.  Based on interviews with pilots in the Sitka area who have expressed 

an interest in starting a commercial operation at the SPB, two additional slips are assumed to be 

needed to accommodate facility-based commercial traffic.  The total current demand for seaplane 

slips is therefore assumed to be 14 slips, a 75% increase in the available supply of slips. 

The rate of change anticipated by the low growth scenario is generally consistent with the annual 

rates used in ADOL’s 2010-2034 population forecast for Sitka (-.25%/year) and DOT&PF’s 
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forecast for Sitka-based aircraft (-.30%/year).  The 2006 TAF used for the Final Environmental 

Impact Statement Rocky Gutierrez Airport and the 2010 TAF both anticipated a flat-line (no 

growth/no decline) trend.  However, the Southeast Region Aviation System Plan anticipates an 

unspecified amount of growth in air taxi activity at Sitka SPB as scheduled activity at Sitka 

Rocky Gutierrez Airport declines.  Local private and commercial operators confirmed this view 

during the on-site visit, public meetings, and telephone interviews.  It is therefore recommended 

that planning for improvements be conducted in accordance with the moderate scenario, with 

consideration given to maintaining flexibility to accommodate unanticipated future increases in 

demand.   

Table 2:  Low, Medium, and High Aircraft Activity Forecast  

Aircraft 
Operations 

% Annual Growth
2009 

(Base)
2012 2016 2021 2031 

Low Forecast 1.02% 4,750 4,897 5,925 6,233 6,899 
Moderate Forecast 1.05% 4,750 4,901 5,936 6,254 6,943 
High Forecast 1.07% 4,750 4,904 5,944 6,269 6,973 

Based Aircraft % Annual Growth
2009

(Base)
2012 2016 2021 2031 

Low Forecast -0.30% 8 14 14 14 13 
Moderate Forecast 0.50% 8 14 14 15 15 
High Forecast 1.00% 8 14 14 15 17 

5.0 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 

This section identifies a set of SPB requirements that must be satisfied to meet anticipated 

demand during the 20-year planning period.  These requirements are based upon the planning 

criteria in FAA Advisory Circular AC 150/5395-1 “Seaplane Bases.”  These criteria can be 

grouped into the following three categories - each designed with a “Critical Aircraft” in mind: 

 Water Operating Area 

 Seaplane Docks 

 Landside Facilities 

Interviews with local pilots also emphasized that to successfully accommodate commercial 

seaplane traffic, the SPB design should incorporate adequate parking, a fueling system, a 

drive-down ramp, and facilitates for on-site aircraft maintenance. 
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Critical Aircraft:  A Critical Aircraft, also known as the Design Aircraft, serves as the basis for 

project design.  The Critical Aircraft is defined as the most demanding aircraft expected to use 

the facility on a regular basis, although smaller aircraft may also operate there.  Although the 

largest commercial seaplane to use Sitka Channel in recent times was the deHavilland DHC-6 

Twin Otter, this occurs infrequently.  The largest aircraft currently operating at the SPB is the 

deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver, although traffic more frequently consists of Cessna 206 (C-206) and 

185 (C-185) type aircraft.  This project’s Critical Aircraft is the DHC-2 Beaver, although the 

SPB’s design should accommodate a mix of DHC-2, C-206, and C-185 type aircraft.  In 

accordance with the moderate forecast, the SPB should provide 14 parking positions for based 

aircraft to serve demand today through 2016.  Positions for 3 to 5 transient aircraft should also be 

provided.  The layout of the facility should also be designed to accommodate commercial aircraft 

use and allow future expansion. 

 
Figure 3:  deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver Dimensions 
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Water Operating Area:  The water operating area consists of that part of the SPB used for 

landings, takeoffs, taxiing, and turning aircraft on the water.  Approaches to and departures from 

the water operating area should be away from established shipping and boating lanes whenever 

possible.  The approach and departure pathways should avoid populated areas and structures 

along the shore.  Obstructions to air navigation should be removed or marked in accordance with 

FAA standards and procedures.   

The location of areas that attract birds should be noted and avoided when possible.  According to 

AC 150/5200-33B Hazardous Wildlife Attractants On or Near Airports, the FAA recommends a 

separation distance of 5,000 feet between airports serving primarily piston-powered aircraft and 

hazardous wildlife attractants such as waste management or disposal facilities.   

Landing and takeoff areas should be located where water currents do not exceed 3.5 miles per 

hour.  Water surface conditions should be moderately disturbed (i.e., not “glassy”), but areas 

where large swells exist should be avoided.  Areas where floating debris could be encountered 

should also be avoided.   

A water operating area of at least 2,500 feet by 200 feet is recommended, oriented to maximize 

wind coverage.  A depth of 6 feet is recommended, although a minimum depth of 3 feet is 

adequate for single-engine operations.  A taxi channel providing direct access to the seaplane 

dock should be at least 125 feet wide, although 150 feet or more is desirable.  A minimum of 50 

feet should be provided between the side of the channel and the nearest obstruction.  A turning 

basin should be located at each end of the water operating area.  A minimum of 50 feet should be 

provided between the side of the basin and the nearest obstruction.  The 4,000-foot-by-200-foot 

water operating area described in FAA’s Alaska Supplement for the Sitka SPB meets all of these 

dimensional criteria and its larger size is appropriate given the types of aircraft operating there.  

However, the water operating area must be used with due consideration of the boat traffic and 

wildlife hazards (seagulls) that also exist in the channel.  

Seaplane Docks:  A seaplane dock is required to allow aircraft to be serviced, loaded and 

unloaded, and moored without removing the aircraft from the water and to allow seaplanes to be 

removed from the water for long-term parking and storage, washing, and maintenance.  The 

dimensions of the docks should be suitable for 14 aircraft with wingspans of up to 48 feet and 
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wingtip to wingtip separations of 10 feet.  The slips should be designed with ramps that allow the 

seaplane floats to be brought completely out of the water to reduce saltwater corrosion and 

facilitate wash-downs and inspections.  Fresh water for aircraft wash-downs and electricity for 

heat and light should also be available.  A transient dock should be provided to accommodate up 

to 5 additional aircraft.  The design aircraft length (48 feet) plus 20 feet both fore and aft 

(88 feet) is recommended for each position where transient aircraft are to be moored parallel to 

the dock.   

Gangways should connect the dock to a pier or the shore.  Gangways should be designed at least 

6 to 8 feet wide to enable baggage carts or other freight and equipment to pass.  Single-lane 

vehicular or “drive-down” ramps should be 10 feet to 12 feet wide, but may be 18 feet wide if 

they incorporate a pedestrian walkway.  Depending on the distance between the floats and shore, 

vehicular gangways may be desirable to facilitate the transfer of passengers, baggage, 

equipment, and freight.  Handrails should be provided on both sides.  A slope of 2.75:1 is typical.  

Where vehicular gangways are not practical, pedestrian gangways should be designed to satisfy 

requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Provisions for fueling should be included 

in the facility’s design.  A haul-out ramp should be provided to facilitate removal of seaplanes 

from the water to land for maintenance and storage, if site conditions allow.   

Landside Facilities:  Local pilots have indicated that on-site aircraft maintenance facilities 

would be desirable to serve commercial seaplane traffic.  The size of the service apron and tie 

down area are determined based on forecasted need, but a minimal service apron/tie down area 

would require at least one-half acre  The availability of uplands for an apron and tie-downs at the 

three alternative SPB sites under consideration is severely constrained by existing development 

or topographic challenges.  These same functions could be served by floating hangars.   

Initial parking for 12 vehicles and long-term parking for up to 15 vehicles should be provided on 

the side of the access roadway or in a dedicated parking lot.  A 9-foot-by-18.5-foot parking area 

should be provided for each vehicle.  According to FAA design guidelines, the number of 

parking spaces required should be approximately equal to the number of peak hour passengers 

multiplied by 1.5.  Estimating the number of peak hour passengers 20 years in the future for a 

facility that does not currently accommodate commercial seaplane operations is difficult.  
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However, the SPB at Kodiak Trident Basin, which serves commercial traffic, had 5,732 

operations in 2005 and 8 average peak hour enplanements.  Sitka SPB is forecast to host 6,943 

operations in 2031.  Using the Kodiak Trident Basin ratio for peak hour enplanements to 

operations (8/5,732 or .0014), Sitka SPB should have about 10-peak-hour enplanements in 2031.  

Using the FAA parking space guideline, Sitka SPB would need 10 times 1.5 or 15 parking spaces 

to accommodate the need in that year.  For sites where space is not available for this number of 

spaces, the demand for parking spaces could be managed through the sale of parking permits 

and/or a requirement for commercial users to shuttle passengers to the SPB from other staging 

locations. 

A fuel storage facility and a piped delivery system should be provided.  Alternately, a local 

vender might use the drive-down ramp to deliver fuel to the floats by truck. 

Figure 4:  Floating Hangar - Petersburg 
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6.0 ALTERNATIVE SITES 

6.1 Previous Study 

As explained previously, the evaluation of sites builds upon the siting analyses presented in the 

“Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan” (HDR, 2002).  The 2002 plan evaluated twelve alternative 

sites for their ability to safety accommodate anticipated demand and resolve deficiencies at the 

existing SPB.  The sites considered were: 

 Charcoal Island 

 Jamestown Bay 

 Sawmill Cove 

 Herring Cove 

 Starrigavan Bay 

 Thomsen Harbor/Turnaround area 

 Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport lagoon 

 Former Safe Harbor site next to Japonski Island 

 Work float site to Japonski Island 

 Site near Mount Edgecumbe High School on Japonski Island 

 Site west of Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) on Japonski 

Island 

 Existing SPB site in Sitka Channel 
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Figure 5:  Previously Evaluated Sites 

Sites determined by that study to have fatal flaws were eliminated from further consideration.  

Although “fatal flaws” included characteristics that made the site unworkable from an 

environmental or capacity perspective, most sites were eliminated because they could not 

provide a safe operating or docking environment.   

Three sites were selected for further evaluation: 

 Former Safe Harbor site on Japonski Island 

 Site near Mount Edgecumbe High School on Japonski Island 

 Site west of SEARHC on Japonski Island 

Ultimately, the 2002 study recommended the site west of SEARHC on Japonski Island for 

further environmental and design investigations, citing several advantages over the other sites 

evaluated including the potential that the new site could result in decreased aircraft noise along 

the most heavily developed stretch of the channel.  However, two concerns with this site were 

identified: a potential increase in aircraft noise and vehicular activity in the immediate area, and 
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it was not clear that alternate access to the site through the United States Coast Guard property 

could be acquired.   

6.2 Current Study 

The purpose of the current study was to re-

evaluate three potential seaplane base sites and 

recommend a preferred site for more detailed 

design and environmental investigations.  Sites 

evaluated during the 2002 study were visited 

and key seaplane operators, staff from the CBS 

and FAA, the Sitka Port and Harbors  
 

Figure 6:  Re-evaluated Sites 

Commission, and other individuals identified by CBS were interviewed.  It was agreed that the 

previous study was justified in removing potential SPB sites outside the Sitka Channel from 

further consideration.  The current study focused on the re-evaluation of three potential SPB sites 

in Sitka Channel, referred to here as: 

1. The Existing SPB site 

2. The Eliason Harbor Site 

3. The Japonski Island Site  

Conceptual layouts were developed for each site based upon the facility requirements identified 

in Section 5.0.  For each of the three sites, the layout that best met the project’s purpose and need 

was selected for a comparison evaluation against alternatives from the other sites.  The objective 

of this comparison was to identify a preferred site as the basis for further more detailed analysis.  

It is anticipated that further refinements will be made to the conceptual layouts recommended for 

the site during the project’s environmental and design phases.   

At each site, the goal of the conceptual layout was to provide the following features: 

 12 vehicle parking spaces 

 Fuel storage and distribution system 

 On-site aircraft maintenance capability 
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 A drive-down ramp to the SPB floats 

 Electricity and potable water 

 Parking slips for 14 based aircraft and positions for 3 to 5 transient aircraft 

 Safe access between the parking positions and the water operating area 

 Minimize environmental impacts 

 Accommodate future growth 

6.2.1 Existing Seaplane Base Site 

The existing SPB site is severely constrained by adjacent development, a fact which initially 

caused CBS to eliminate this site for new development.  Due to interest in the site expressed by 

local pilots, a considerable effort was made to find a conceptual layout in this location that would 

address the project’s purpose and need.  Four layout alternatives (Layouts 1A through 1D) were 

developed and evaluated for this site.  However, SSS provided a letter to CBS citing objections 

to the noise and traffic generated by the existing SPB and any proposed expansion of the facility 

(Appendix B). 

Alternative Layout 1A:  This alternative (Figure 7) is an attempt to meet the SPB requirements 

within the CBS-owned property footprint of the existing SPB.  CBS property at the existing site 

is limited, consisting of two vehicle parking spaces on Katlian Street and a 10-foot to 12-foot-

wide corridor for the walkway leading from the street to the SPB floats.  Because of the lack of 

upland property, the conceptual layout for this alternative does not include additional parking 

spaces, a fuel storage or distribution system, an on-site maintenance facility, or a drive-down 

ramp.  Electricity and potable water is included.  Because of the proximity of adjacent buildings 

and docks, only enough parking slips and positions for 10 based aircraft and two transients could 

be accommodated.  Access to the slips nearest to the shore is constrained by a taxi lane that is 

only 68 feet wide nearest to the SSS plant, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum.  

This would reduce wingtip clearances for a taxiing Beaver to about 10 feet.  This site is well 

protected from wind and wave action.  Dredging would be required to provide adequate depth for 

the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes.  Conflicts with the movement of large boats 

loading/offloading at the SSS plant would continue.  The distance between the SPB and the focus 
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of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be unchanged.  This layout could not be easily 

expanded to accommodate future growth.  This alternative is estimated to cost $4.6 million.  

Detailed cost estimates for each alternative can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 7:  Alternative Layout 1A - Existing Site 
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Alternative Layout 1B:  This alternative (Figure 8) would require the purchase of additional 

property at the existing SPB site.  The specific parcels acquired to provide 12 parking spaces, a 

fuel storage or distribution system, and a drive-down ramp could vary depending upon the SPB’s 

final design and the availability of willing sellers.  Figure 8 shows a building immediately north 

of the approach trestle as acquired to provide parking, fuel storage, and a drive-down ramp.  

Alternately, lots on the north side of Katlian Street could be acquired for parking and/or a lot on 

the south side of the Sitka Tribes of Alaska building could be acquired for fuel storage, parking, 

and a drive-down ramp.  Electricity and potable water is included.  Because of the proximity of 

adjacent buildings and docks, only enough parking slips and positions for 10 based aircraft and  

2 transients could be accommodated and facilities for on-site aircraft maintenance were not 

included.  Access to the slips nearest to the shore is constrained by a taxi lane that is only 68 feet 

wide nearest to the SSS plant, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum for safe 

maneuvering.  This would reduce wingtip clearances for a taxiing Beaver to about 10 feet.  This 

site is well protected from wind and wave action.  Dredging would be required to provide 

adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes.  Conflicts with the movement of 

large boats loading/offloading at the SSS plant would continue.  The distance between the SPB 

and the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be unchanged and this layout could not 

be easily expanded to accommodate future growth.  This alternative is estimated to cost  

$5.1 million. 
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Figure 8:  Alternative Layout 1B - Existing Site  
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Alternative Layout 1C:  This alternative (Figure 9) was developed in response to a request from 

local pilots who requested the evaluation of an H-shaped float layout.  This alternative would 

require the purchase of additional property at the existing SPB site.  The specific parcels 

acquired to provide 12 parking spaces, a fuel storage or distribution system, and a drive-down 

ramp could vary depending upon the SPB’s final design and the availability of willing sellers.  

Figure 9 shows several possible acquisition scenarios.  Electricity and potable water is included.  

Because of the proximity of adjacent buildings and docks, only enough parking slips and 

positions for 13 based aircraft and two transients could be accommodated and facilities for on-

site aircraft maintenance were not included.  Access to the slips nearest to SSS is constrained by 

a taxi lane that is 96 feet to 59 feet wide, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum 

for safe maneuvering.  This would reduce wingtip clearances for a taxiing Beaver to about 5 feet 

at the narrowest point.  Access to the slips on the interior of the facility is via a taxi lane that is 

84 feet wide, also far below the FAA recommended minimum.  Such a taxi lane would provide a 

clearance of about 18 feet between the wingtip of a taxiing Beaver and the tails of parked 

aircraft.  This site is well protected from wind and wave action.  Dredging would be required to 

provide adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes.  Conflicts with the 

movement of large boats loading/offloading at the SSS plant would increase and boat moorage 

on the north side of SSS may be severely restricted.  The distance between the SPB and the focus 

of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be unchanged.  This layout could not easily be 

expanded to accommodate future growth.  Since it is doubtful that access to/from any of the slips 

could be accomplished in a consistently safe manner, and boat access to the SSS plant is 

restricted, a cost estimate was not developed for this alternative.  
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Figure 9:  Alternative Layout 1C - Existing Site  
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Alternative Layout 1D:  This alternative (Figure 10) was also developed in response to a request 

from local pilots who requested the evaluation of an H-shaped float layout.  Alternative Layout 

1D is very similar to Alternative 1C.  Alternative 1D would require the purchase of additional 

property at the existing SPB site.  The specific parcels acquired to provide 12 parking spaces, a 

fuel storage or distribution system, and a drive-down ramp could vary depending upon the SPB’s 

final design and the availability of willing sellers.  Figure 10 shows one possible acquisition 

scenario.  Electricity and potable water is included.  The interior taxi lane has been expanded to 

150 feet to make the slips on the inside of the floats more accessible and increase the total 

number of slips for based aircraft to 14.  Because of space constraints, facilities for on-site 

aircraft maintenance were not included.  Access to the slips nearest to SSS is rendered 

impossible by a taxi lane that is 31 feet wide at its widest, effectively reducing the SPBs capacity 

to 9 based aircraft and two transients.  Access to the slips on the interior of the facility is via a 

taxi lane that is 150 feet wide, still below the FAA recommended minimum but providing 

wingtip clearances for a Beaver of about 51 feet.  This site is well protected from wind and wave 

action.  Dredging would be required to provide adequate depth for the floats and for 

maneuvering the seaplanes.  The distance between the SPB and the focus of seabird activity at 

the SSS outfall would be unchanged.  Boat access to the north side of the SSS facility would be 

eliminated.  This layout could not be easily expanded to accommodate future growth.  Since this 

alternative does not meet the project’s capacity goal and eliminates boat access to part of the SSS 

plant, a cost estimate was not developed.   
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Figure 10:  Alternative Layout 1D - Existing Site 
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Table 3 compares the four layouts at the existing SPB site.  Although none of the four alternative 

layouts for the existing SPB met all of the facilities’ requirements, Alternative Layout 1B was 

carried forward to be compared to alternative layouts from the other two potential sites. 

Table 3:  Comparison of Existing SPB Layout Alternatives 

Design Criteria Alternative 
1A

Alternative 
1B

Alternative 
1C 

Alternative 
1D

12 parking spaces No Yes Yes Yes 
Fuel storage & distribution system No Yes Yes Yes 
On-site maintenance facility No No No No 
Drive-down ramp No Yes Yes Yes 
Electricity & potable water Yes Yes Yes Yes 
14 based aircraft slips, 3-5 transient positions No No No No 
Safe access/maneuvering to slips Poor Poor Unworkable Unworkable 
Protected from wind and waves Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Allows for future expansion No No No No 
Minimal environmental impacts No No No No 

6.2.2 Eliason Harbor Alternative 

This alternative (Figure 12) is an attempt to meet the SPB requirements using CBS-owned 

property at Eliason Harbor.  The conceptual layout for this site includes parking spaces, a fuel 

storage and distribution system, an on-site maintenance facility (two optional floating hangars), 

and a drive-down ramp.  Electricity, a potable water distribution system, and seaplane parking 

slips and positions for 14 based aircraft and three transients are included.  The floats are arranged 

in a linear fashion with seaplane parking positions on the east side to separate boat and seaplane 

traffic.  Access to the slips is by a taxi lane that approximates the FAA recommended 225-foot 

minimum width.  Extensive dredging would be required to provide adequate depth for the floats 

and for maneuvering the seaplanes.  Some conflicts with the movement of boats moving to/from 

the harbor could be expected, but at a reduced level compared to the existing SPB.  Water 

discharging from Turnaround Creek could be expected to freeze and render this site at least 

partially unusable during some winter months.  Protection from easterly winds would be 

somewhat less than that experienced at the existing SPB site.  The distance between the SPB and 

the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be increased by approximately 3,000 feet.  

Aircraft-generated noise from this facility may impact nearby structures.  This layout is 
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estimated to cost $13.2 million without the floating aircraft maintenance hangars and  

$15.6 million with the floating hangars. 

Note that the SPB floats 

shown in Figure 12 

generally follow the 

alignment of the existing 

pilings that are positioned 

in the water just beyond the 

shoreline in Figure 11.  

Turnaround Creek is just 

outside the frame to the 

right.   
 

Figure 11:  Eliason Harbor site at Low Tide 
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Figure 12:  Alternative Layout 2 - Eliason Harbor Site  
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6.2.3 Japonski Island Alternative 

Alternative Layout 3A:  This alternative (Figure 13) is an attempt to meet the SPB requirements 

at a site at the north end of Seward Avenue on Japonski Island.  The conceptual layout for this 

site includes 12 vehicle parking spaces, a fuel storage and distribution system, and a drive-down 

ramp.  Although not shown in the figure, an on-site maintenance facility (an on-shore facility or 

two optional floating hangars) could be accommodated at this site.  Electricity, a potable water 

distribution system, and seaplane parking slips and positions for 14 based aircraft and 5 

transients are included.  The floats are arranged to align all slips with the prevailing wind.  This 

location is removed from areas of concentrated boat traffic and access to the slips is unrestricted.  

Dredging would not be required to provide adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the 

seaplanes.  Protection from easterly winds would be somewhat less than that experienced at the 

existing SPB site and long period swells may penetrate the nearby breakwaters to reach the 

floats.  The distance between the SPB and the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would 

be increased by approximately 4,300 feet.  Aircraft-generated noise from this facility may impact 

nearby structures, although a SPB at this location may also reduce noise in the channel by 

moving the water operating area further to the north.  This layout is estimated to cost  

$9.3 million without the floating aircraft maintenance hangars and $11.7 million with floating 

hangars.  

The SPB would be located on state-owned tidelands.  Uplands owned by the State of Alaska 

Department of Education and Early Development would likely be required for access to the SPB, 

however, a final access location has not been determined. 

Mount Edgecumbe High School provided two letters (Appendix B) expressing a lack of support 

for a SPB at this location, siting the agency’s interest in using the property for other unspecified 

purposes in the future, possible impacts to nearby structures, increased vehicular traffic, and 

other concerns. 
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Figure 13:  Alternative Layout 3A - Japonski Site 
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6.2.4 Evaluation of Alternative Layouts 

A set of evaluation criteria was developed to assist in the selection of a recommended alternative.  

The alternatives were given a rating for each criterion and the ratings were summed for an 

overall score.  The summed scores were discussed during workshops with seaplane pilots and 

several other local residents and, where necessary, adjustments were made to reflect local 

knowledge and experience.   

The ratings or values assigned for each criterion were arrived at through a process of comparing 

the alternatives--a “beauty contest” so to speak --where the “best” alternative for a given 

criterion was given the highest rating, and the “worst” alternative the lowest rating.  No 

weightings were used to assign greater importance to any of the criterion. 

The criteria used in evaluating alternatives are listed below, grouped by category: 

Facility Requirements 

 Wind protection:  degree to which aircraft and SPB floats will be protected from wind 

 Wave protection:  degree to which aircraft and SPB floats will be protected from waves 

 Icing:  degree to which the site is exposed to icing in the winter 

 Capacity:  degree to which the layout meets the initial capacity goal of 14 based seaplane 

slips and 3 to 5 transient positions. 

 Room for growth:  degree to which the site could accommodate future growth in demand 

 Aircraft maneuvering room:  degree to which aircraft have space to maneuver to/from 

parking spaces in less than ideal conditions (wind, waves, currents) 

 Taxi distance:  distance between the SPB facility and designated water lane for takeoffs 

and landings 

 Vehicle parking:  provides 12 vehicle parking spaces 

 Fueling facilities:  provides storage space for fueling system 

 Drive-down ramp:  provides drive-down ramp to facilitate movement of passengers and 

equipment to the aircraft parking positions by car, truck, or van 

 On-site aircraft maintenance:  provides option to locate floating or onshore aircraft 

maintenance facilities 
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Safety Concerns 

 Wildlife hazards:  Degree to which the site is protected from wildlife hazards (mainly 

birds) 

 Potential conflicts with boat traffic:  degree to which taxiing aircraft may encounter boat 

traffic 

Environmental Concerns 

 Dredging or rock removal:  degree to which dredging/rock removal is required 

 Adjacent land uses:  degree to which SPB operation is consistent with adjacent land uses 

Cost and Feasibility Concerns 

 Capital cost 

 Property acquisition:  degree to which property must be acquired to construct the SPB 

 Operating and maintenance cost:  how much it may cost to operate and maintain the 

facility 

 Revenue generating potential:  degree to which the facility can be expected to generate 

revenue to cover its operating and maintenance costs 

Each alternative was rated on these criteria.  The results of this evaluation, summed by criteria 

category, follow in Table 4.   
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Table 4:  Sitka Seaplane Base Siting Study and Conceptual Design 
Draft Evaluation Criteria 

Scoring Range 1 - 3 (worst - best); 0 = non-responsive
Unweighted criteria 

Notes SPB Site Selection Criteria 
Alternatives 

Eliason
Harbor 

Japonski 
Island 

Existing
SPB ALT 1B 

Facility Requirements 
1 Wind protection 2 1 3
2 Wave protection 2 1 3
3 Icing 1 3 3
4 Capacity 3 3 1
5 Accommodate future growth 2 3 0
6 Aircraft maneuvering room 2 3 1
7 Taxi distance to takeoff area 3 3 2
8 Vehicle parking 3 3 3
9 Fueling facilities 3 3 3

10 Drive-down ramp to floats 3 3 1
11 On-site aircraft maintenance 3 3 0

Category Score Total 27 29 20
Category Rank 2nd Best Best 3rd Best

Safety Concerns 
12 Wildlife hazards 2 3 1
13 Potential conflicts with boat traffic 1 3 1

Category Score Total 3 6 2
Category Rank 2nd Best Best 3rd Best

Environmental Concerns 
14 Dredging and/or rock removal 1 3 2
15 Adjacent land uses 1 1 3

Category Score Total 2 4 5
Category Rank 3rd Best 2nd Best Best

Cost and Feasibility Concerns 
16 Property acquisition 3 1 1
17 Capital cost 1 2 3
18 Operating and maintenance cost 1 2 3
19 Revenue generation potential 3 3 1

Category Score Total 8 8 8
Category Rank Tie Tie Tie

Cumulative Scores 40 47 35
Overall Ranking 2nd Best Best 3rd Best
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Table 5:  Explanatory Notes for Table 4 

Notes 

1 
Japonski is exposed to southeast winds in summer and east winds in winter.  Eliason is exposed 
to east winds in winter.  Existing SPB sites are sheltered by adjacent development. 

2 
Japonski is partially exposed to swells due to the gap in the breakwater and to chop from the east 
and south.  Eliason has less exposure to long period waves.  Existing SPB receives some chop 
from the south. 

3 Icing occurs seasonally at the outfall of Turnaround Creek close to the site of the proposed SPB. 

4 
The capacity objective is 12 to 14 slips for based aircraft and 3 to 5 positions available for 
transient aircraft.  The Eliason and Japonski sites meet this objective.  At the existing SPB site, 
1B provides slips for 10 based aircraft and 2 transients. 

5 

The ability of the existing SPB alternative to be expanded is constrained by adjacent 
development.  Eliason can be extended in a linear configuration, but the long narrow pier may 
create logistical problems for users, require more dredging, and may increase boat conflicts.  
Japonski can be expanded in various configurations. 

6 
Japonski is open with minimal boat traffic; Eliason is near boat harbor; Existing SPB taxi lanes 
do not meet FAA guidelines and conflict with the SSS plant. 

7 
Measured from the site to the north end of the designated water lane in Sitka Channel.   
Eliason = .8 mile;  Japonski = .4 mile;  Existing SPB Alternatives = .5 mile 

8 All sites can accommodate 12 vehicle parking spaces. 
9 All sites can accommodate fuel storage and distribution systems. 
10 Existing SPB Alt 1B may not provide a drive-down ramp because of space constraints. 

11 
Existing SPB Alt 1B does not provide floating hangars or upland facilities because of space 
constraints. 

12 

The main wildlife hazard consists of birds attracted by the outfall from fish processing plants just 
south of the existing SPB.  Although it is anticipated that this will diminish within the next few 
years because of stricter EPA/ADEC permitting requirements, a lower level of bird activity 
associated with the fish processing facilities may remain.  Eliason is 3,000 feet from the fish 
processing plants, Japonski about 4,300 feet, and the existing SPB alternatives about 350 feet 
away. 

13 
Eliason is immediately adjacent to Eliason Harbor.  Existing SPB site is in a busy area of the 
Sitka Channel.  Japonski is away from most boat traffic. 

14 
Japonski does not require dredging or rock removal.  Eliason requires significant dredging and 
rock removal at the outfall of Indian Creek.  Alt 1B requires limited rock removal and some 
dredging. 

15 

Land use at Eliason harbor is C-1 (Commercial), Japonski is P (Public Lands District), existing 
SPB is W (Waterfront District).  SPB is a permitted use in W and conditional use in P and C-1.  
However, R (Residential) land uses are less than .5 mile from Eliason and the existing SPB sites.  
Mount Edgecumbe High School and SEARHC are less than .5 mile from the Japonski site. 

16 Eliason does not require the acquisition of additional property - site is owned by CBS. 

17 
Eliason = $13.2 to $15.6 million; Japonski = $9.3 to $11.7 million; Existing SPB Alt 1B = $5.1 
million 

18 Eliason = $8,868/year; Japonski = $4,836/year; Existing SPB Alt 1B = $2,820/year 
19 Revenue estimate based entirely on number of seaplane slips. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDED SITE 

Based upon the analysis described in this report and input received from local officials, residents 

and pilots, this study recommends carrying the Japonski Island site forward for further 

environmental investigations and design.  None of the alternative sites studied in this or the 2002 

study are perfectly suited for the development of a seaplane base.  Topography and existing 

development limit the choices available.  However, of all the potential sites evaluated, the 

Japonski site has the most positive attributes and least negative attributes. 

Although the construction of a new SPB at the existing site would be less expensive than at the 

other two sites because it would be smaller, a SPB at this site could not be designed to meet the 

project’s capacity goal of 14 slips for based aircraft and 3 to 5 transient positions, provide on-site 

maintenance facilities, and safe access to/from the slips from the water operating area.  Existing 

adjacent development would make right-of-way acquisition for vehicle parking, fuel storage, and 

a drive-down ramp very difficult and expensive.  This site also could not accommodate future 

growth.  An expanded SPB at the existing site would increase boat conflicts, particularly with 

boat traffic to SSS.  SSS has also objected to the continued operation or expansion of the existing 

SPB. 

The Eliason Harbor site would be the most expensive to develop.  Extensive dredging required 

for the project would result in impacts to a sensitive near-shore tidal area and would very likely 

not make it through the permitting process.  Although this site could accommodate the project’s 

initial capacity goal, on-site maintenance facilities could be provided, and a taxi lane of adequate 

width would safe access to/from the slips from the water operating area, future expansion of the 

facility would create logistical challenges for users.  Although the floats could be designed to 

segregate boat and seaplane traffic, occasional boat/seaplane conflicts at the northern entrance to 

the SPB could be expected.  This site is away from the concentration of seabirds near the fish 

processing plants, but freezing fresh water from nearby Turnaround Creek would make the 

facility unusable during some winter months.  Aircraft-generated noise could adversely impact 

nearby residences and businesses. 

The Japonski Island site has a mid-range cost, can meet the project’s capacity goal, can 

accommodate on-site maintenance, and can easily be expanded in the future to accommodate 
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growth.  Access between the slips and the water operating area is open water free of obstructions.  

The site is removed from most boat traffic and away from the concentration of seabirds near the 

fish processing plants.  Property may have to be acquired from the State of Alaska Department of 

Education and Early Development, however, access could be provided through Coast Guard or 

SEARHC property.  Aircraft-generated noise from the SPB may increase for nearby residences 

and businesses, but it may also reduce noise in the Channel overall by moving the water 

operating area further to the north.  This site was preferred by local seaplane pilots. 

It is anticipated that this project would be eligible for environmental, design, and construction 

funding through the FAA’s Airport Improvement Program (AIP).  AIP funding would pay 

93.75% of eligible project costs.  The SOA typically provides half of the required match funding, 

or 3.125%.  The CBS would be expected to provide the remainder.  Based upon the preliminary 

cost estimate of $11,700,000 for the Japonski Island Alternative with floating hangars, funding 

for the project would be as follows:  

 $10,968,750 - AIP 

 $365,625 - SOA 

 $365,625 - CBS 

The Japonski Island Alternative layout and costs presented in this report will be further refined 

during the project’s design and environmental phases. 

8.0 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Appendix B contains a summary of public involvement efforts conducted during the preparation 

of this report, including personal and telephone interviews, correspondence, and meetings with 

user groups, the general public, and the CBS Port and Harbor Commission.  On April 17, 2012, 

the Port and Harbor Commission issued a memorandum supporting the Japonski Island 

Alternative for further study. 
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 1A ‐ (Existing Site w/out Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Existing Site ‐ Alt 1A (w/out Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. LS 0 $0 $0

Subtotal: $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $0
Landside Costs Total: $0

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Demo Existing Float System LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
3. Dredging (rock removal) LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
4. Trestle SF 1,200 $200 $240,000
5. Gangway 6' wide SF 480 $150 $72,000
6. Floats (includes piling) SF 16,500 $135 $2,227,500
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 15 $15,000 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $40,200 $40,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $3,514,700
(30%) Contingency: $1,054,410

Waterside Costs Total: $4,569,110
 

Property Acquisition: $0
Mitigation: $80,000

ALT 1A TOTAL: $4,649,110

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 0 $0 $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

Optional Total: $0

ALT 1A TOTAL + Optional: $4,649,110

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 1B ‐ (Existing Site w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Existing Site ‐ Alt 1B (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

     Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600

SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100

Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

Subtotal: $117,800
(30%) Contingency: $35,340

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $11,780
Landside Costs Total: $164,920

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Demo Existing Float System LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
3. Dredging (rock removal) LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
4. Trestle SF 1,200 $200 $240,000
5. Gangway 6' wide SF 480 $150 $72,000
6. Floats (includes piling) SF 16,500 $135 $2,227,500
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 15 $15,000 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $40,200 $40,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $3,514,700
(30%) Contingency: $1,054,410

Waterside Costs Total: $4,569,110
 

Property Acquisition: $296,856
Mitigation: $80,000

ALT 1B TOTAL: $5,110,886

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 0 $0 $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

Optional Total: $0

ALT 1B TOTAL + Optional: $5,110,886

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 2 ‐ Eliason Site (w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Eliason Site ‐ (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600

SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100

Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

Subtotal: $117,800
(30%) Contingency: $35,340

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $11,780
Landside Costs Total: $164,920

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
3. Dredging CY 10,000 $40 $400,000
3. Trestle SF 4,200 $200 $840,000
4. Gangway 18.5' wide SF 2,775 $300 $832,500
5. Floats Transient SF 14,400 $225 $3,240,000
6. Floats (including piling) SF 23,197 $125 $2,899,625
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 30 $7,500 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $58,200 $58,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $9,005,325
(30%) Contingency: $2,701,598

Waterside Costs Total: $11,706,923
 

Property Acquisition: $55,944
Mitigation: $1,340,000

ALT 2 TOTAL: $13,267,787

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 2 $900,000 $1,800,000
(30%) Contingency: $540,000

Optional Total: $2,340,000

ALT 2 TOTAL + Optional: $15,607,787

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 3 ‐ Japonski Site (w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Japonski Site ‐ (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600
SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100
Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

2. Access Road LS 1 $37,800 $37,800
Seward Avenue Access Road Tie‐in LF 200

Construction‐access road LF 200 $189
Property Acquisition SY  

Subtotal: $155,600
(30%) Contingency: $46,680

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $15,560
Landside Costs Total: $217,840

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Site Preparation LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
3. Trestle SF 2,400 $200 $480,000
4. Gangway 18.5' wide SF 2,775 $300 $832,500
5. Floats Transient  SF 10,400 $225 $2,340,000
6. Floats, Type A (including piling) SF 18,064 $125 $2,258,000
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 16 $15,000 $240,000
8. Water System LS 1 $82,200 $82,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $6,767,700
(30%) Contingency: $2,030,310

Waterside Costs Total: $8,798,010
 

Property Acquisition: $323,316
Mitigation: $0

ALT 3 TOTAL: $9,339,166

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 2 $900,000 $1,800,000
(30%) Contingency: $540,000

Optional Total: $2,340,000

ALT 3 TOTAL + Optional: $11,679,166

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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Sitka Harbor System Master Plan (partial) 



SEAPLANE FLOAT 
 
The seaplane float was originally designed by the State of Alaska, Department of Transportation in 1962.     
 
Access to the seaplane float is provided by a 6-ft x 150-ft long timber approach trestle that intersects with 
Katlian Street.  The approach trestle supports a 6-ft x 50-ft long steel gangway that lands on a 10-ft wide x 
110-ft long main float.  The main float provides transient moorage for approximately three seaplanes.      
Perpendicular to the main float is a 10-ft wide x 200-ft long float that provides moorage landings for up to 
eight seaplanes.   
   
Observations 
 
Approach Dock: 
The timber approach dock is weathered and at 50 years old and has exceeded its life expectancy.   
 
Gangway: 
The gangway is of lightweight construction and its length is short, however its components are in fair 
condition.  The primary concern regarding the gangway is its length.  50-ft gangways are no longer permitted 
in new construction due to the steep gradient that is created during low tides.  80-ft minimum length 
gangways are required to meet current American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards.   
 
Floats: 
In general the timber floats are weathered and shows signs of age.  There is no remaining preservative 
treatment visible on the timbers.  The float freeboard is approximately 8-in.  The galvanized coatings of the 
steel pipe piles above the tidal level are beginning to disappear and surface rust on the piles was observed. 
 
Conclusions 
 
In general, the current overall condition of the seaplane float is fair to poor.  The facility shows signs of age 
and is nearing the end of its useful design life.  The seaplane float has an estimated remaining safe and usable 
service life of approximately 5 years.    
  

Sitka Harbor System Master Plan 
Condition Inventory
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SEAPLANE FLOAT PHOTOGRAPH LOG 

  

Seaplane Float Landing 

  

Landing Seaplane Float 
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 16   SEAPLANE FLOAT 
IN KIND REPLACEMENT BUDGETARY ESTIMATE

Prepared By: PND Engineers, Inc.,  February 2012

Item Item Description Units Quantity Unit Cost Amount
1 Seaplane Facility LS All Reqd $11,200,000 $11,200,000

Cost estimate provided by DOWL, HKM for proposed Seaplane Replacement Facility. 

Sitka Harbor System Master Plan 
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